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ABSTRACT
As telecommunication and RF power electronics applications continue to push the envelope of waste heat dissipation,
more and more, we see a need for active thermal control employing forced air electronic cooling fans in unison with
pumped fluid loops in order to meet temperature and performance requirements. This research paper presents results of
applying Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) commercial industry STAR-CCM+ software for heat transfer and fluid
flow simulation of a novel heat exchanger/cold plate fabricated from k-core high thermal conductivity material in order
to realize thermal control system hardware design for very much applications to very large power density (~1 kW/m2)
electronics packaging scenarios. Trade studies involving different heat exchanger/cold plate materials, as well as various fault scenarios within a mock-up of a typical electronics system, are used to illustrate the upper bounds placed on
the convective heat transfer coefficient. Agreement between our present findings and previous research in the field of
electronics cooling is presented herein.
Keywords: CFD; High Thermal Conductivity; Heat Sink; Cooling Plate; Thermal Control

1. Introduction
The novelty of the current research focuses on a system’s
level approach to using CFD to examine “cause-and-effect” scenarios in an electronics cooling application. In
particular, our thermal control solution uses a very high
thermal conductivity material known as “k-core” [1] in
order to implement a heat exchanger/cold plate used to
cool high power density electronics packaging. Effective
heat spreading has been implemented by previous investigators interested in heat transfer augmentation including the work of [2], which used anisotropic heat plate with
preferential thermal conductivity to augment thermal performance. In the study of [3], the critical heat flux of a
heat spreader was quantified. While in [4], the use of diamond coated materials was researched. This current
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paper utilizes Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in
order to study various causes and effects at a system’s level. The CFD work related to electronics currently available in the literature can be broken into the following
categories based on level of characteristic thermal/fluid
length scale, or overall size of the hardware being analyzed: MEMS level; chip/component level; Printed Circuit
Board (PCB) board level; hand-held devices (cell phones,
instrumentation, etc.); desk-top computer level; intermediate compact packaging level; rack-mounted server level; very large length scale (i.e. power grid distribution
applications, etc.). Herein we are interested in the intermediate compact packaging level.
At the chip/component/PCB level, various researchers
have used CFD to study electronics cooling with the use
of a heat sink including the work of [5], which impleJECTC
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ments CFD to characterize the performance of carbon
composite and copper heat sinks on the heat transfer in a
computer CPU. The work of [6] utilizes CFD to perform
trade studies on the modeling of finned heat sinks, while
[7] has married experimental and CFD analysis to quantify the effects of heat sinks and base plates on heat transfer behavior. Finally the work of [8] performs CFD and
presents heat transfer correlations for the optimization of
fin heat sinks. At a desk-top computer level, CFD has
been used to study the heat transfer in computer chassis
and computer box such as the work in [9] which focuses on computer chassis heat transfer performance. The
study of [10] implements CFD to investigate PCB heat
transfer in a computer. The study of [11] investigates
computer heat transfer and cooling using a heat-pipe.
More generic analyses of using CFD to electronic systems are given in the work of [12-14], wherein system’s
level analysis is performed using CFD to gain insight on
heat transfer and thermal performance of various electronic devices, ranging from hand-held devices to desktop computers. The tutorial offered by [15] allows the
novice to gain insight on how to use electronics packaging design lay-out strategies to realize more effective
heat transfer flow field patterns. In the arena of rack
mounted servers, several pertinent CFD based investigations have been carried out over the last decade or so.
The most noteworthy of these is the study of [16], wherein a CFD tool is implemented to study the temperature
distribution in rack mounted servers. The investigation of
[17] uses a liquid cooling thermal management system to
enhance the heat transfer in a rack cooling data center
application, while the work of [18] outlines a road-map
for future CFD work related to rack mounted cooling
systems. For the intermediate length scale, the works of
[19,20] address this type of hardware, but the studies
only address moderate power density heat transfer thermal control strategies. The work of [19] includes the fidelity of the thermal vias, solder, PCB, and shelf interface. Other applications of using numerical heat transfer
and CFD in electronic and avionic systems are given in
[21,22]. Presently, there appears to be a void of CFD simulation databases addressing the so-called intermediate
application level. The goal of this current study is to address this absence of literature by simulation of an intermediate sized electronics enclosure, which is subject to
very large power densities. This is in an effort to address
the ever changing requirements of affording more power
in a smaller packaging level.
To date, CFD of intermediate level packaging highpower density enclosures has not been carried out comprehensively. Furthermore, there have been few or no CFD
simulations of electronics cooling using CD-Adapco’s
STAR-CCM+ CFD software in the literature, mainly
ICEPAK and FLOTHERM, which have the tools of
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choice as evidenced in the works of [5,6,9,12-15]. To
address this absence in the literature, the current CFD
simulations focus on using STAR-CCM+ CFD to simulate heat transfer and fluid dynamic behavior in intermediate sized Telecommunication/Observatory Science/Electronics/RF/Avionics systems fabricated primarily from
COTS (Commercially Available Off The Shelf) components (i.e. fans, heat-sinks, cold plates, etc.) to implement
the thermal control solution. This current study focuses
on cost-effective thermal control system alternative, in
contrast to more cost-prohibitive solutions such as those
involving heat pipes, nano-fluids and/or phase change
materials. The current study uses CFD to quantify the effects of heat transfer augmentation using high thermal
conductivity materials in high power density electronics
cooling scenarios.

2. Heat Spreader Thermal Technology
Herein, “k-core” thermal conduction plates available
from Thermacore, Inc. [1] are used in conjunction with a
pumped fluid loop to illustrate the effects of heat transfer
spreading. K-core heat spreader cold plates afford highefficiency heat transfer in the absence of moving parts,
and are invaluable in applications where space, volume,
seamless hardware integration and weight constraints
dictate thermal design solutions. Physically, k-core base
heat spreader cold plates transfer heat from sources such
as high power dissipating electronic components, rejecting it to ambient air (through forced or natural convection) or liquid coolants (water, glycol/water mixtures,
dielectric fluids, polyalphaolefin or PAO). These types of
k-core cold plates are well suited for operating in harsh
environments, including extreme temperatures/humidity,
shock and vibration. For cooling high-power density applications, such as semiconductors, lasers, power generation, medical equipment, transportation, military electronics, etc., and other demanding applications where air
cooling is insufficient, liquid cooling (pumped fluid loop)
is essential. In this case Thermacore k-core based liquid
cooled cold plates offer a feasible thermal control system
solution. Thermacore’s custom liquid cooling component
cold plates include tube-in-plate, aluminum vacumnbrazed and copper brazed types for various applications.
Tube-in-plate cold plate materials consist of copper or
stainless steel tubes pressed into a channeled aluminum
or copper extrusion or machined plate. Thermacore also
offers copper cold plates that incorporate vertical fin
(micro-channel) technology or, for higher performance,
our specialized powdered metal construction. Thermacore’s custom liquid-cooled assemblies are designed specifically for each application’s unique thermal/mechaniccal requirements. The physical concept of Thermacore’s
k-core heat transfer technology is illustrated in Figure 1.
JECTC
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Figure 1. Thermacore k-core technology [1].

Figure 1 shows the various thermal technologies offered by Thermacore, Inc. Using Encapsulated Annealed
Pryrolytic Graphite (APG) allows one to manufacture a
device such as a heat spreader with heat sink integrated
on one face while a labyrinth of tubing for a pumped
fluid loop can be fabricated on the opposing face.
The encapsulant of Figure 1 sets the Coefficient of
Thermal Expansion (CTE) and other structural properties.
The encapsulant material is selected to satisfy requirements such as ease of integration into the overall system.
Since the APG is anisotropic in thermal conductivity, i.e.
the x-component, and y-component of thermal conductivity is very large with respect to the y-component of the
thermal conductivity, the APG acts as an excellent mechanism with which to realize heat transfer enhancement
via preferential heat spreading. Figure 2 illustrates the
temperature dependency of the thermal conductivity of
APG.
From Figure 2 it can be seen the APG has its largest
thermal conductivity at 150 K (−123 C) where k= 2800
W/m-K making is a valuable thermal heat transfer material for spacecraft applications. For electronics cooling
applications where the nominal temperature is on the
range of 350 to 400 K (77 C to 127 C) the APG has a
thermal conductivity of k = 1500 W/m-K (as compared
to Copper have k = 400 W/m-K, and Aluminum = 200
W/m-K). In this current study we investigate the use of
APG k-core technology for temperatures in the range of
266 K to 373 C (29 C to 100 C), k = 1600 W/m-K to k =
1100 W/m-K.

3. System Hardware Description
Figure 3 shows the layout of the electronics being investigated in this paper. The configuration of Figure 4 was
selected in order to mimic an intermediately sized high
power density power electronics application. The overall
system consists of a very large housing with eight identical sub-modules arranged in order to minimize overall
system volume. The sub-modules were each populated
with various components, totaling twelve each per submodule. These components were left to be very generic
Open Access

Figure 2. Thermal conductivity for APG material [1].

Figure 3. Fan curve specifications for thermal control hardware simulations.
ENCLOSURE
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HEAT SINK
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Figure 4. Electronics System Components.

in order to facilitate our trade study involving simulation
of system level electronics using CFD.
As seen in Figure 4, the thermal control system is
comprised of three major components; the heat sink, the
cold plate and the forced convection fans/housing enclosure. The majority of heat transfer removal capacity is
accomplished via the forced convection air flow of the
fans, while the cold plate serves to hold a constant boundary temperature in order to act as a heat sink. This enclosure measures overall dimensions W*L*H = 0.5 m by
1.0 m by 0.5 m (19.7 inches by 39.4 inches by 19.7
JECTC
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inches, thus it is roughly the size of a foot-locker, smaller
than a typical rack-mounted server, and larger than a
typical PC workstation tower. As is traditionally done in
practice in electronics manufacturing, no particular attention was paid to the exact layout of the overall system, i.e.
the eight sub-modules were placed into the overall enclosure in a staggered configuration. This of course is not
optimum, since some components on some of the submodules will be exposed to fans while others will not.
The effects of material selection for the manufacturing of
the heat exchanger and fluid loop cold plate has profound
ramifications on the optimization of the heat transfer
enhancement of the electronics package as a whole. Thus,
the current study focuses on the effects of using the previously motivated APG k-core high thermal conductivity
material in the fabrication of an integrated heat exchanger, cold plate on the convection heat transfer coefficient (aka h-value) in electronics cooling applications.
The CFD simulations presented herein utilized fully
3-d conjugate heat transfer; forced external air convection; forced internal cooling loop; solid conduction; surface to surface gray body radiation, turbulent. To mimic
typical COTS cooling fans, the fan-curve of Figure 3
below was used in the simulations. Figure 3 gives fancurve characteristics for a fan rated at 30 kg/sec with 50
Pa static pressure (60 cfm with 0.2 inches W.G.).
The parametric trade space investigated over the
course of our investigation is shown below in Table 1.
The electronics power listed as 500 to 1000 W in Table 1 was accomplished as per the following example,
for a 720 W system, each component was assign 7.5 W,
thus 7.5 W/component*12 components/sub-module*8
sub-modules/housing*1 housing = 720 W. Using the
footprint of 1 m*0.5 m of the cold plate, this affords and
electronics power density of 1440 W/m^2. According to
Figure 5, the viable technologies for a tolerated temperature delta of 20 C involves direct air, forced convection, while for temperature deltas on the order of 100 C, a
Table 1. Parametric trade space for k-core thermal control
system study.
Parameter

Range

Electronics Power (W)

500 - 1000
2

Electronics Power Density (Kw/m )

1-2

Inlet Air Flow (m/s)

5 - 15

Inlet Air Temperature (˚C)

10 - 20

Water Inlet Temperature (˚C)

10 - 20

Water Inlet Flow Rate (kg/s)

0.10 - 0.20

Heat Sink Thermal Conductivity (W/m-k)

200 - 1100

Cold Plate Thermal Conductivity (W/m-k)

200 - 1100
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Figure 5. Roadmap of thermal technologies [23].

hybrid of forced air and natural convection in addition to
radiation is recommended. However, in spacecraft and
terrestrial applications of high power density heat transfer there is no gravity, thus natural convection cannot be
relied on. Additionally, radiation effects in the presence
of forced convection have been found to be minimal by
prior CFD investigations [9,12,14].
Thus a hybrid solution of forced convection and highly
thermally conductive heat sink/pumped fluid looped thermal control system architecture is proposed herein to address spacecraft and terrestrial and avionics applications
which continue to push the envelope of power size to
area ratio to the extreme limits of today’s capable “stateof-the-art” technologies.

4. CFD Model Description
The CFD package STAR-CCM+ from CD-Adapco was
used to import the system geometry of Figure 3. The
workflow in STAR-CCM CFD modeling is mush the
same as in other packages, such as ANSYS-FLUEN, Flotherm, NX-Space Systems Thermal, COMSOL, etc. First
the geometry is imported, then materials are assigned to
components, boundary conditions are assigned, mesh is
generated, solvers/models are selected, the equations of
motion are then solved and results are post-processed.
For the simulations outlined herein the STAR-CCM+
CFD software uses Polyhedral Unstructured Mesh with
Prismatic Boundary Layer enhancement. The mesh used
in the CFD simulations presented herein is shown below
in Figure 6.
The software package STAR-CCM+ allows the user to
specify the regions (parts) as well as the thermal interface
between each part. The cooling fans are modeled in
STAR-CCM using an in-place interface whereby in FigJECTC
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ure 5 this is illustrated with the dark blue circles situated
at the northwest portion of the diagram. These in-place
interface fans allow the used to assign a fan-curve of the
form of that given in Figure 5 to be keyed in as a polynomial curve fit. STAR-CCM+ also allows the user to
model the swirl of the fan, however for this system’s
level study, this option was found to be too computationally expensive, since we have three fans at the inlet of the
housing to simulate. The impact of this modeling assumption if felt to be minimal, since our primary objecttive herein was to simulate the flow of air through the
entire enclosure with a fan rated at a certain volumetric
flow rate and static pressure drop, the use of interface
fans is warranted. The study of swirl around the vicinity
of the fans is not within the current scope of investigation.

ET AL.
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where , u , E, and p denote the density, velocity, total
energy per unit mass, and pressure of the fluid, respecttively. The parameter T is the viscous stress tensor,
while q  denotes the heat flux vector and ug is the
grid velocity vector. The total energy is related to the
total enthalpy via the caloric equation of state
EH

4.1. Grid Independence Study
Typical cell count for the system level CFD model was
on the order of 2.5 million cells. Five prismatic boundary
layer cells were employed to resolve the boundary layer
at all solid-fluid interfaces. Various trades were run in
order to determine the optimum mesh size, for 2.5 million polyhedral cells, a base element size of 0.01 m was
used, mesh independence studies centered around this
value were performed, i.e. the base element size was
varied from 0.005 m (more cells, highest fidelity mesh)
to 0.02 m (fewer cells, coarsest mesh). A monitor point
was selected in the model, and the primitive variables
were monitored as the cell size was halved, resulting in
the choice of 0.01 m (2.5 million cells) as the baseline
model size. CPU run-time on a 64-bit quad-core DELL
PC workstation was on the order of six hours.

4.2. Governing Equations
Headings, The governing equations solved in STARCCM+ via the Finite Volume Method for our laminar,
conjugate heat transfer simulations are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations stated below in continuous
integral form

W  dV    F  G   da   HdV
t V
V

Figure 6. CFD mesh used in simulations.
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(2)

p



(3)

where the total enthalpy is the sum of the internal energy
and the kinetic energy via
H  C pT 

u2
2

(4)

For the remaining terms in the Navier-Stokes equation,
H denotes the body force vector, W is the vector of
conserved quantities F is the vector of inviscid terms,
G is the vector of viscous terms, I is the identity tensor,  denotes the porosity, and  is the dynamic viscosity. The constitutive equation modeling heat conduction
in the solid bodies is taken to by Fourier’s Law stated
below in differential form
q   k T

(5)

The above equations are implemented on an unstructured polyhedral mesh and the resulting algrebraic equations are solved using the algebraic multi-grid method.

5. Results
The results for temperature distribution, flow vectors and
streamlines in our simulations are illustrated in Figures
7-9. The parameters for the simulation were as follows:
each component has 7.5 W giving 720 W for 12 components and 8 sub-modules. Additionally, each PCB card
had an additional 10 W of power applied to it, thus 80 W
for the total package of eight cards. Hence, this simulation is 800 W over a 1 m × 0.5 m footprint giving 1600
W/m2 = 1.6 kW/m2, which is in the category of a very
high power density application. Figure 7 shows the inlet
air coming from the fans at 303 K (30˚C) and a heat
sink/cooling plate temperature of 283 K (10˚C). Figure 8
shows the velocity vectors for the situation of Figure 7,
while Figure 9 illustrates streamlines of the flow field
for the system of Figure 7.
JECTC
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metric study are shown below in Figure 10 which shows
the system temperature delta, T (˚C) plotted as a function of the heat sink/cold plate thermal conductivity k
(W/m-K).
By inspecting Figure 10 the spreading effects of APG
k-core become immediately obvious. The relationship
between thermal conductivity and maximum system temperature delta is expected to be linear via the relationship
for heat conduction given by the first law of thermodynamics
Figure 7. Component temperatures.

Q

1
Rthermal

T

(6)

where the thermal resistance for conduction and contact
interface is given by
Rthermal  Rcontact  Rconduction 

Figure 8. Velocity vectors colored by air speed and electronics components colored by temperature.

1
x

hcontact kA

(7)

The terms are written in series to indicate that the heat
must flow from the heat sink via conduction to the cold
plate with an intermediate resistance due to contact in between them. For this study we assumed that the contact
h-value for the contact conductance was very large, i.e.
since the heat sink/cold plate will ultimately be fabricated as one cohesive unit.

5.2. Heat Transfer Coefficient Comparison

Figure 9. Streamlines colored by air stream speed and electronics components colored by temperature.

The heat sink/cooling plate assemblage serve to keep
the baseplate of the system at 10˚C, serving as an effecttive heat sink. The isothermal contours of Figures 7-9 indicate that the components witness a maximum temperature of 356.4 K (83.4˚C), thus there is temperature difference of 73.4˚C in this system. Next, a series of parametric studies was completed each of which is discussed in
detail below.

One very important piece of information valuable to the
electronics cooling community continues to be the elusive film convection heat transfer coefficients. To this
end, Figure 11 shows values of convective heat transfer
coefficient (W/m2-K) for a typical CFD simulation of our
study. From Figure 11, the convective heat transfer values are found to range from 20 < h < 70 W/m2-K for the
sub-modules, PCB cards, and component assembly. These
values are in agreement with the heat transfer literature
[24] for systems of this category.
In order to quantify the effect of inlet fan air speed
upon the heat transfer coefficient behavior, a series of

5.1. Effect of Thermal Conductivity on Heat
Transfer
The primary objective of this current research is to demonstrate the heat spreading characteristics of APG k-core
material. Thus, the CFD model described above was exercised by changing the thermal conductivity of the heat
sink/cold plate from a very low (bare Aluminum) to a
very high value (APG k-core). The results of this paraOpen Access

Figure 10. Thermal conductivity effect on heat spreading in
CFD simulations.
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Equation (9) is found to over-predict the heat transfer
coefficient in the range of system temperature differences
studied. At this point it should be reiterated that according to [24], the heat transfer correlations given by Equation (8) and Equation (9) are expected to carry an uncertainty of at least 25%. Clearly, the agreement of our current CFD results in Figures 12 and 13 are within the
realm of this uncertainty range.

5.3. Effect of Cold Plate Coolant Flow Rate

Figure 11. Convective heat transfer coefficient contours.

CFD simulation were performed whereby the flow rate
of air was varied, thus resulting in a different average velocity emanating from the fan. Figure 12 shows the results of our CFD simulations in comparison with the laminar flat plate Nusselt number based correlation of [25].
The correlation of [25] is based on the Nusselt number
for flat plate laminar flow, and is written as
h  0.00109

V
L

(8)

with V (ft/min) and L (in). As expected, the handbook
correlation of [25] is conservative, i.e. it over predicts the
heat transfer coefficient for the range of flow speeds investigated. This is expected, as the uncertainty in a standard textbook based correlation is at least 25% and that
the handbook based correlations should not be viewed as
sacrosanct [24]. The real mediation to resolve this uncertainty is to perform a system’s level test on actual engineering hardware, and then perform a correlation of the
numerical model. The data from our CFD study are
found to be in qualitative agreement with the simulations
and correlations offered by the research of [11,26], which
both present plots of Nusselt number versus Reynolds
number (i.e. heat transfer coefficient versus flow speed)
for heat sinks in electronics cooling applications.
Next, the heat transfer coefficient of the system is
plotted against temperature delta of the system as shown
in Figure 13. Figure 10 shows convective heat transfer
coefficient h (W/m2-K) versus temperature delta (T-To).
The CFD data points are assigned a power-law curve fit
and compared to the correlation offered by [23]. The
recommended correlation of [23] for electronics cooling
is given by

Next we investigate the effects of cold plate coolant flow
rate on the system thermal performance. A series of CFD
simulations were carried out varying the inlet flow rate of
the water in the cold plate from 0.1 kg/sec to 0.2 kg/sec
(1.6 gpm to 3.2 gpm for water with  = 1000 kg/m3). The
results are shown in Figure 14 where the heat transfer
coefficient of the system is plotted as a function of the
flow rate in the cold plate.
It should be clarified here that the influence of convective heat transfer coefficient of the entire system, as
shown in Figures 7-9, i.e. components and PC boards is
plotted in Figure 14, rather than the internal heat transfer
coefficient of the tubes comprising the cold plate. As can
be seen in Figure 15 the heat exchanger/cold plate assembly maintains a relatively constant temperature displaying only a 5˚C overall spatial gradient. This is primary advantage of utilizing a pumped fluid system cold
plate apparatus, i.e. it gives one the ability to hold a
somewhat isothermal boundary condition in an actual
thermal system.

5.4. Effect of Contact Resistance
The next segment of our investigation deals with simulation of the thermal gasketing material comprising the
contact conductance interface between the various components in the system. Typical thermal gasket materials
used extensively in the commercial electronics cooling
industry include Chotherm [26], Thermal Grease [27]

14

 T 
h  2.44 

 L 

(9)

As shown in Figure 13, the hand-book correlation of
Open Access

Figure 12. Heat transfer coefficient versus fan air speed.
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Figure 13. Heat transfer coefficient comparison.

Figure 14. Heat Transfer coefficient versus cold plate flow
rate.

and Grafoil [28]. These materials have advertised nominal contact heat transfer coefficients of 5000 W/m2-K for
Chotherm, 50,000 W/m2-K for Grafoil, and 10,000
W/m2-K. In practice it is best to apply an area void fraction of at least 50% to these nominal values in order to
account for that fact that uniform pressure is not available between the two interfaces being mounted together.
This puts a more conservative bounds of the values or
thermal contact resistance for these materials as follows,
R = 4 × 10−4 K-m2/W for Chotherm, R = 4 × 10−5 K-m2/W
for Grafoil, and R = 2 × 10−4 K-m2/W for Thermal Grease.
Using these values as guidance, CFD simulations were
performed on the system level model, whereby all of the
interfaces were set to have a contact interference with the
values of contact resistance in the range 4 × 10−4 < R < 2
× 10−3 K-m2/W (2500 < h < 500 W/m2-K) thus emulating
a “very good” thermal interface to a “very poor” thermal
interface. These results are shown in Figure 16 which
plots maximum temperature in the system versus thermal
contact resistance.
As expected the trend of Figure 16 is linear, since the
Open Access

thermal contact resistance is embedded in the conduction
heat transfer model of Equation (7) as previously discussed. Figure 17 shows isothermal contours for a submodule which has a very poor thermal contact interface,
i.e. R = 2  103 K-m2/K.
Figure 17 shows the range of temperatures, from
smallest of 286 K (13˚C) where the PCB card is in contact with the heat sink/cold plate assembly, to a largest
value of 350 K (77˚C) where the warmest component on
the PCB is at the extremity of the PCB card near the air
flow region. Here, the impact of a poor thermal contact
interface is profound, leading to a 64˚C temperature spatial thermal gradient across this particular sub-model.

5.5. Thermal Runaway Due to Faulty
Components
Thermal runaway due to faulty components in the system
are readily simulated using a turn-key CFD model of the
sort presented in this paper. Figure 18 shows the effect
of simulation of a bad component due to an internal manufacturing flaw(s), an internal short, etc. on a particular
PC board. The component experiencing thermal runaway
is immediately identified as the outlier in Figure 18, with
a case temperature of 580 K (307˚C) while the interface
of the sub-modules with the heat sink is 290 K (17˚C),
thus a delta of 290˚C is manifested by this single component failure simulation.

5.6. Fan Outage Simulations
One very common lead to failure in large data racks and
thermally controlled avionics electronics systems is fan
failure. This leads to the thermal designer having to carry
a redundant system, i.e. back-up fans, in case the primary
fan cooling system experiences failure due to power drop
JECTC
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Figure 15. Heat sink/cold plate temperatures.

Figure 16. Thermal fault simulation showing effect of contact resistance.

Figure 17. Effect of poor thermal contact resistance.

Figure 18. Thermal fault simulation of defective chip.

out and/or fan motor burn-out. In order to understand the
effects of fan failure, various CFD simulations were performed in by varying the air flow around a nominal value
of 6 m/s (for a 80 mm dia. fan rated at 60 cfm). Figure
19 shows the results of the fan failure parametric trade

study. Figure 19 is a plot of the system level maximum
component/chip temperature versus fan air speed.
The trend depicted in Figure 19 is to be expected, i.e.
as the fan speed approaches zero, the various components
and PC cards within the sub-modules will witness a large

Open Access
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CFD,” Heat Transfer Asian Research, Vol. 40, No. 3,
2011, pp. 217-232.

Figure 19. Maximum component/chip temperature versus
cooling fan inlet air speed.

temperature. The results of Figure 19 are in agreement
with the trends of thermal impedance ΔT/Q versus Reynolds number identified in the study of [29] which focused on the free stream cooling heat transfer cooling of
micro-processor chips.

6. Conclusion
This paper has presented CFD simulations of heat and
fluid flow behavior in a moderate sized package of electronics undergoing very large power dissipations on the
order of 1000 W/m2. A combination of heat transfer enhancement thermal control strategies (high thermal conductivity materials, forced convection cooling using DC
computer fans, and internal forced convection heat transfer using a pumped fluid loop cold plate/heat exchanger
system) have been combined in order to simulate the effectiveness of implementing COTS components to realize a thermal control solution. The results obtained herein
are in qualitative agreement with previous studies involving electronics cooling simulations [7,9,13,16]. Parametric exercises involving air flow rate, water flow rate, thermal interface material, defective electronic components,
and failed fans have been carried out.
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